Study of photoinduced energy and electron transfer in alpha-terthienyl-bovine serum albumin conjugates: a laser flash photolysis study.
The photochemistry of alpha-terthienyl (alpha-T) has been examined in bovine serum albumin (BSA). Freely associated and covalently conjugated alpha-T chromophores show similar behavior toward nonpolar quenchers such as oxygen and benzoquinone but show significant differences in the case of quenching by methyl viologen, a watersoluble cationic electron acceptor; in this case, triplet quenching reveals two distinct alpha-T populations, attributed to chromophores in sites showing very different accessibility from the aqueous phase. Rate constants for triplet quenching in BSA are generally slower than those observed in homogeneous solution for free alpha-T. For example, in the case of oxygen, the rate constant is about one order of magnitude smaller when alpha-T is associated or conjugated with the protein compared with alpha-T in solution. While triplet yields for alpha-T are essentially the same in solution and in the protein environment, the yield of detectable singlet oxygen is substantially reduced in the protein. This is attributed to a geminate reaction within the protein involving singlet oxygen trapping in the vicinity of the generation site.